We consider the problem of scheduling jobs with equal lengths on uniform parallel batch machines with nonidentical capacities where each job can only be processed on a specified subset of machines called its processing set. For the case of equal release times, we give efficient exact algorithms for various objective functions. For the case of unequal release times, we give efficient exact algorithms for minimizing makespan.
Introduction
The problem of scheduling uniform parallel batch machines with processing set restrictions can be defined as follows. Two classes of objectives are considered: the min-sum objective and the min-max objective. Specifically, let 
Many popular scheduling objectives are covered by the two models, such as total weighted completion time [3, 4, 5] . Thus, we are interested in polynomial time exact algorithms for some important special cases of the problems [6] .
In this paper, we focus on an important special case where all jobs have equal lengths. The problems under study can be denoted as | ,
Li [7] presented polynomial time algorithms for uniform parallel machines scheduling problems | , ,
We extend the results obtained in [7] to uniform parallel batch machines. Moreover, for minimizing makespan, we allow unequal release times and get an algorithm for arbitrary processing set restrictions.
Leung and Li [8] The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the related researches are reviewed. In Section 3, we consider the case of equal release times. We present an algorithm with running time 
Literature Review
The problem studied in this paper combines two important sub-fields of scheduling theory: scheduling with processing set restrictions and parallel batch scheduling. The two sub-fields have received intense study in the literature, see the survey papers [8] and [9] [10] [11] respectively. However, only several papers combined the two-subfields into a unified framework [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . In the problems studied in these papers except the last two, each job has a size and a machine can process several jobs simultaneously as a batch as long as the total size of these jobs does not exceed its capacity. Any machine cannot process the jobs whose sizes are larger than its capacity. Thus, for each job, the machines whose capacities are not less than its size form its processing set. Clearly, the processing sets of the jobs are inclusive. In [17] , Li presented two algorithms with approximation ratios 3 and 9/4 for the problem of minimizing makespan on parallel batch machines with inclusive processing set restrictions, where the jobs have arbitrary lengths and the machines have the same speed. In [18] , Li studied parallel batch scheduling with nest processing set restrictions to minimize makespan, and presented a (3 1/ ) m  -approximation algorithm for the case of equal release times and a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) for the case of unequal release times.
For scheduling with processing set restrictions, the review focuses on the case of equal job lengths. Lin and Li [19] v  ) with non-identical capacities. The problem fits into the model of scheduling with inclusive processing set restrictions, since each job can only be processed by the machines whose capacities are not less than the size of the job. Wang and Leung presented a 2-approximation algorithm, as well as an algorithm with asymptotic approximation ratio 3/2 for the problem. Li et al. [30] proposed several heuristics for the problem of scheduling jobs with unequal lengths, release times and sizes on uniform parallel batch machines with identical capacities to minimize makespan. Zhou et al. [31] presented an effective discrete differential evolution algorithm for the problem of scheduling jobs with unequal lengths and sizes on uniform parallel batch machines with non-identical capacities to minimize makespan. Both [30] and [31] have not included processing set restrictions.
Equal release times
In this section, we consider the case of equal release times. We will present algorithms for | , , , First, we consider | , , [32] and get a matching of minimum cost that saturates every vertex in X . From this matching we can construct an optimal schedule easily.
The Successive Shortest Path algorithm runs in ( . Then we use the algorithm in [34] to solve the maximum cardinality bipartite matching problem. If the obtained matching saturates every vertex in X , then the procedure succeeds and we search the lower half of the interval. Otherwise, the procedure fails and we search the upper half of the interval.
The algorithm in [34] 
